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NEWS | Retired?

STUDENT LIFE | Dead Week Survival Guide

Students said goodbye to Stan Albrecht in
January... but the university didn’t until this
month.

SPORTS | Series Split

These tips and tricks will help you prepare for finals.

USU hockey continued an impressive
streak with a weekend split against division one Utah.
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‘MONUMENTAL MISTAKE’
Utah State students protest Trump’s reduction of Bears Ears and Grand Staircase-Escalante
By Carter Moore
NEWS STAFF WRITER

During a day trip to Salt Lake City, President

Donald Trump announced, that he will reduce
the size of Bears Ears National Monument by
85 percent and the Grand Staircase-Escalante
monument to about half its current size.

The move was heavily criticized by environ-

mentalists, democrats and Native American
tribes in the area.

“We will stand and fight all the way,” Russell

Begaye, president of the Navajo Nation told

The New York Times, adding that the United
States government had already taken “millions of acres of my people’s land.”

“We have suffered enough,” he told the news-

paper.

The Bears Ears monument, located in south-

eastern Utah in San Juan County, was original-

ly established as a national monument by

President Barack Obama in December 2016.

Its existence has been debated by indigenous

people, environmentalists and Utah politicians
ever since.

“Abundant rock art, ancient cliff dwellings,

ceremonial sites, and countless other artifacts
provide an extraordinary archaeological and
cultural record that is important to us all, but
most notably the land is profoundly sacred to
many Native American tribes,” Obama’s proclamation stated.

Within the area cut from Bears Ears, there

are multiple cliff dwellings, as well as count-

less petroglyphs in the rock faces, according to
the National Forest Service.

"They don't know your land, and truly, they

don't care for your land like you do," Trump
said. "But from now on, that won't matter."

The Student Organization for Society and

Natural Resources (SOSNR) at Utah State University participated in the Monumental Mistake Rally at the Salt Lake City Capitol building Saturday.

“We want to show that a lot of Utahns care

about protecting national monuments and
see “Monuments” PAGE 2

PHOTO BY Rachel Turley
Citizens gathered together in front of the Uah State Capitol in Salt Lake City on Saturday to protest against President Donald Trump’s movement to shrink Bears Ears National Monument by nearly 80 percent and
Grand Staircase-Escalante by nearly 45 percent.

Huntsman school gathers student
input at town hall meeting
By Alison Berg and Carter Moore
NEWS SENIOR WRITER AND STAFF WRITER

About 100 students filed into the Utah State

University L. Tom Perry Community Pavilion
Monday afternoon, with notebooks, backpacks
and laptops in their hands.

Some arrived early, eager to score a front-row

seat, while others shuffled into back rows and
stood in the outside areas when the seats had
filled. All students, however, attended to voice

concerns and hear feedback at a town hall on

differential tuition in the Jon M. Huntsman
School of Business.

Dave Patel, the school’s associate dean for stu-

dent and external affairs, began with a presen-

tation on the benefits and uses of differential

tuition, and said graduates of the Huntsman

school have seen an increase in job connections
with Goldman Sachs, General Mills and other
companies.

“The marketplace realizes the type of students

that we’re graduating” Patel said. “This is the
outcome of that cost [of differential tuition].”

Differential tuition was first implemented in

2007, and according to the dean’s office, has
coincided with a 78 percent enrollment increase in the Huntsman school.

SECOND CHANCE
USU worker purchases WhySound music venue

“Differential tuition is what allows us to suc-

ceed,” said Doug Anderson, dean of the Huntsman school.

After Patel’s presentation, each business

By Mekenna Malan
STUDENT LIFE EDITOR

In an article run by the Utah Statesman in Oc-

school department head expressed personal

tober, WhySound merchandise store manager

helped them hire top-tier faculty and research-

music venue’s closure.

gratitude for differential tuition and said it has
ers.

“I don’t know if we could have possibly done

what we have done without differential tuition,” said Jim Davis, the Management Department head.

Cory Castillo engendered hope about the local

“Some people think it’s a little more fatalistic

than it is,” Castillo said. “(The owner’s) moving
out, we don’t know who’s going to move in yet
and it still is what it is.”

Castillo’s faith in WhySound’s continuation

While most students who voiced concerns

was not displaced. Less than one month after

many were concerned over lack of transparen-

former Utah State University student and a cur-

echoed Davis’ praises for differential tuition,
cy with how it is spent.

Abby Bohrer, a student who served on the

2016-17 Utah State University Student Association (USUSA) Business Council, expressed concern over the advisory board the school pro-

WhySound closed its doors, Aaron Cardiel, a
rent employee in the Taggart Student Center,
bought WhySound for $3,500. He plans to ren-

ovate and reopen the music venue before the
end of the year.

Cardiel has worked at the TSC for over a year

posed, but never enacted, asking “how do you

doing sound and light production for events

dents hasn’t been continued since it was pro-

local venue often before deciding to purchase it

defend the fact that this involvement of stuposed?”

“I can’t do anything about the past,” Patel re-

sponded, “those meetings didn’t happen, but
see “Differential Tuition” PAGE 7

around campus. He said he didn’t attend the
from previous owner Jett Fesler.

“As someone who does the sound for shows,

it’s kinda hard to go to shows all the time,” Car-

diel said. “I would just want to be behind the

soundboard. I only came (to WhySound) a few

times but I definitely saw potential in it. When

I heard it was going out of business, I thought

to myself, ‘I have all the skills necessary to run
this.’”

From there, Cardiel said he jumped in head-

first. The name of the venue will remain the

same, but Cardiel has plans to renovate

WhySound before hosting the first show there.

Cardiel has confirmed he will reopen the re-

cording studio inside WhySound after the music venue is running smoothly.

“I was originally going to have the first show

a week ago, but that didn’t happen because I

would rather it be completely changed before

people come in,” Cardiel said. “I want to wow
them from the beginning.”

Last week, Cardiel and a group of volunteers

from Aggie Radio began renovating the venue.
Volunteers scraped the red WhySound logo off
the storefront windows, removed old logos,

gave the walls new coats of black paint, moved

the stage to the other side of the room, and

even demolished a wall to increase space inside.

“I hope to make it a bigger space so people
see “WhyShound” PAGE 7
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Campus parking:
By McKay Johnsen
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Named the most beautiful campus in the state

by Travel + Leisure magazine, Utah State Uni-

versity is now known nationally for its “stunning
silhouette against a gorgeous mountain backdrop,” the magazine said.

USU’s elevated campus, while scenic, is central

to the most frequent complaints about parking
on campus, said James Nye, the university’s director of Parking and Transportation Services.

“The most common complaint is the cost of

parking and the lack of convenient parking on
central campus,” Nye said.

This complaint, however, does not mean there

is no parking at all — it is just not on the main
campus, Nye pointed out.

Even with this significant disadvantage con-

cerning the amount of central campus parking,
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Difficult to improve, but cheaper
than our peers, administrator says

Utah, Boise State University and Utah Valley

back to the university.

rates than USU.

is working toward other solutions to the prob-

University all have significantly higher parking
“Parking on central campus is limited,” Nye

said. “However, we have ample parking sur-

lem of overcrowded parking lots, Nye said.

Nye said the first thing he would change about

rounding the stadium, which requires the utili-

the university’s parking system would be “to

The Aggie Shuttle, a bus system paid for by stu-

plained that an increase in parking would coin-

zation of the Aggie Shuttle.”

Nye said “prices for parking permits at USU are

dent fees and charter revenue, is available for

Colorado State University, the University of

makes several stops around Logan, which all run

low compared to our peer institutions.”

Aside from the Aggie Shuttle, the parking office

those who can’t park on campus. The shuttle

simply add more parking.” However, he excide with an increase in parking permit prices.

“Increasing parking on central campus and

adding another parking structure” are priorities

for his department, Nye said, adding that another parking structure would greatly decrease the
amount of overcrowding in parking lots.

“However, if we add parking, your permit rates

will go up to cover the additional cost,” he said.

“The incremental price increase is assisting in
this effort already.”

These “incremental increases” are the small,

year-by-year increases in the price of parking

permits instead of a few or one larger increase in
price.

Changes to the parking system will not come

very easy or cheap, and the location of central
campus adds to the difficulty, Nye said.

When explaining some changes on the drawing

board for campus parking, Nye advised that stu-

dents consider using alternative forms of trans-

portation to maximize the efficiency of the transit systems currently available.

“The construction of new buildings generally

takes up parking lots,” he said. “We have to be
GRAPHIC BY Holley Stringham

building up, which is expensive. Or we learn to

use alternative transportation, like the bus sys-

tem, and we accept the fact that transportation
takes additional time and thought.”
— johnsen.mckay17@gmail.com
@McKayJohnsen

Stan Albrecht’s ‘transition
year’ comes to an end
By Spencer Burt
NEWS STAFF WRITER

As 2017 ends, so does former President Stan

Albrecht’s official time at Utah State University.

Albrecht has continued to work for his first

year after retiring in January.

In an Oct. 5, 2016 letter, the Utah State Board

of Regents requested that Albrecht remain

available for one year to generally assist USU,
President Noelle Cockett and the Utah System

of Higher Education. In return, he would re-

ceive his previous salary — $396,801 — for
the year.

“It has been very beneficial,” said David

Buhler, the Utah Commissioner of Higher Edu-

cation. “I’m glad it’s worked out the way we
hoped it would.”

During this “transition year,” Albrecht fo-

cused his time and efforts on fundraising, both
via legislation and private donors, and working with USU’s regional campuses — particu-

larly in trying to achieve Native American
Land Grant status for the Blanding campus.

Albrecht said stepping away from his position

as president was a major transition, so it’s
been healthy for him to remain involved at the
university.

“I started 54 consecutive Septembers on a

university campus,” he said. “This September

felt different.”

“Monuments” FROM PAGE 1
don’t want to see them reduced in size,” said

tribes to be on an advisory committee handling the usage of the land,” Hart said.

Obama, following suit with presidents back

Anders Hart, the vice president of outreach for

to Theodore Roosevelt, designated Bears Ears

Twelve SOSNR members went to the Capitol,

Act, a 1906 act of congress that gives power to

SOSNR.

as a national monument under the Antiquities

relief to have him “just a phone call away”

laden with signs and loud voices to add their

the President to designate sacred and scenic

telling her what she needed to do when she

“There are local voices here in Utah that care

ment.

When President Trump landed in Salt Lake

tions is not covered in the act, and opens the

Cockett, who has worked with Albrecht in

USU administration since 1999, said it was a
during her first year as president. Rather than

views on Trump’s decision.

land as protected under the federal govern-

contacted him, he acted as a “sounding board”

about the land,” Hart said.

The removal of such monumental designa-

for her, which she found helpful, she said.

City, his arrival was met by thousands of pro-

door to a lawsuit from the Navajo Nation,

mentor.”

there are plenty of locals also in support of the

“[Removing the monument] would potential-

most important things she has realized is how

Lake Tribune and the University of Utah found

“He knows what I’m going through,” Cockett

said. “He’s such a great friend, as well as a

testers in support of Bears Ears. However,

challenging Trump’s decision.

So far as president, Cockett said one of the

decrease in size. A poll conducted by the Salt

ly open the door to oil and gas and other ex-

that 27 percent of respondents supported the

fewer restrictions on the land,” Hart said.

much people love and care about USU.

tractive industries, or at least there would be

Grand Staircase-Escalante, designated by for-

“It keeps making me want to do good things

reduction of the monuments.

Albrecht’s parting advice to USU students is

Blanding area, did not want the monuments,”

der similar circumstances.

from Republican politicians here in Utah; they

Hart said.

a university president,” he said. “Just work

others’ good sides.”

size of the monuments, it allows private com-

as they come.”

tain Ute Tribe, the Navajo Nation, the Ute In-

uranium mining, as well as continuing to al-

tion and the Zuni Tribe took concerns to

“It could mean less access, less protection,”

for the university,” she said.

“I think some of the locals, especially in the

to work hard and be prepared for opportuni-

Hart said. “There’s been a lot of pushback

“I never got into this business intending to be

are the same party, they want to stay on each

hard and take advantage of the opportunities

Last year, five tribes, including the Ute Moun-

ties to grow.

—spencerburt@aggiemail.usu.edu
@spencerAburt

mer President Bill Clinton, was protected un-

“There’s a lot of coal in Grand Staircase,”

Now that President Trump has reduced the

panies to buy and use the land for coal, oil and

dian Tribe of the Uintah Ouray, the Hopi Na-

low cattle grazing on the land.

former President Obama, who designated

Hart said. “People care about this land, and for

Bears Ears as a national monument in part to
prevent oil and coal extraction on the land,
which is sacred to Native Americans in the region.

“In the proclamation President Obama put

out, there is a role for the Native American

some it is even sacred.”

—carter.moore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@carterthegrreat
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STUDENT LIFE

Meet the USUSA

Editors note: The Utah State University Student Association represents students at Utah State University through elected student leaders. The articles below are a short exerpts to longer features that can be found online at usustatesman.com. Tune in next
week for the rest of the USUSA council.

PHOTO BY Rilee Scorseby
Utah State University Student Association Student Events VP

PHOTO BY Holley Stringham
Utah State University Student Association Service VP

Joseph Aratari

Todd Brown
By Dillan Passmore
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

When Student Involvement Vice-President Joseph Aratari was little,

Todd Brown describes himself self as “a motivated person, but also fun.”

he wanted to be an astronaut. Every project he completed in school re-

He is a people-person the the type of guy who likes making to-do lists.

volved around space.

Brown was born in Japan, where his dad was working on an Air Force

Now a Utah State University junior in communication studies, Aratari

base. He lived the first 4 years of his life there before his family moved

has a passion for people, helping others, and learning how to read them.

back to the United States. Brown’s family now lives in Hooper, Utah.

“(Todd Brown) is very goal-oriented, compassionate and determined,”

likes to act as the peacemaker.”

Read the rest online at http://usustatesman.com

“It’s been kind of a long road,” Aratari said. “I didn’t know what I

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
Utah State University Student Association President

wanted to do when I came here. I thought I wanted to be something

Michael Scott Peters

connected to people, I couldn’t dedicate as much time as I wanted to be

said Edith Brown, Todd’s mother. “He’s also our middle child and so he

medical or with engineering. I knew that if I wanted to be involved and
an engineer.”

Read the rest online at http://usustatesman.com
By Dillan Passmore
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Born in West Jordan, and the oldest of 6, Michael Scott Peters has

been serving as the Utah State’s student body President since the
beginning of this academic school year. Peters’s life is busy as he
balances his obligations with the Executive Council, school,

President’s Cabinet, personal outreach, and trying to help “Everyone
Belong” in the Aggie family.

Currently, Peters is dual majoring in Marketing and International

Business and is set to graduate this spring.

“It is truly an honor to work and be associated with Michael Scott

Peters,” said Linda Zimmerman, the director of student involvement
PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State University Student Association Excecutive VP

Blake Allen Harms

and leadership. “I believe he serves the students of USU with honor

decisions with the entire student body in mind.”

Peters begins every day with a run and personal scripture study

His days consists of writing emails, going to meetings and classes,
and talking to students about their experiences at USU.

Executive Vice President Blake Allen Harms has big dreams for

himself and for the future of Utah State University.

Harms will be graduating in 2018 with a degree in communication

studies and political science. He is currently applying to grad schools.
Harms’ goal is to be a researcher and a professor.

“So, I’ll get a PhD.,” Harms said. “I’ll be a professor of either inter-

personal communication emphasizing in emotions and connecting
those to research, or organizational communication.”

When Harms’ girlfriend, Eleanor Watson, said that Harms was fun-

ny, she wasn’t kidding.

Read the rest online at http://usustatesman.com

Jakob Ambuehl

our students. He has the ability to look at the big picture and make

before he arrives in the student center at 8 a.m. for his office hours.

By Carson Wolf
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Utah State University Student Association Athletics and Campus Rec VP

and compassion. He works long hard hours representing the needs of

“I’m very motivated by people,” Peters said, “Everything I do is to

give back to Utah State and the people here.” He describes himself as
someone who is very passionate about everything he does.

The first time that Peters came to USU’s campus he was a senior in

high school. He came as part of leadership training for his high

school’s student body government. During that training, he attended

a basketball game and sat next to the USU student body president at
the time, Eric Mickelson.

Read the rest online at http://usustatesman.com

By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

When Jake Ambuehl was growing up in Alpine, a Utah County city

about 114 miles from Logan, he had never heard of Utah State University.

Ambuehl “didn’t even know it was a school” until his junior year at

Lone Peak High School when one of his football teammates told the
team he had a brother who played for USU.

Ambuehl eventually chose USU because of its in-state tuition and “it

was far enough away from home that I could be away.”

Throughout his freshman year, the 2014-2015 academic year, Am-

buehl wasn’t involved in any of the university’s clubs or organizations.
He only went to one football game and left early, he said.

Read the rest online at http://usustatesman.com
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Stress-free for How to combat
finals anxiety
finals week
something I based my platform on.”

By Hannah Joycee
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Peters included some words of encourage-

ment for his fellow Aggies.

As finals week at Utah State University draws

nearer, some students expect to ace their tests

without a sweat. For others, the thought alone
brings a tension headache.

To ease student’s anxiety, the President’s

“This is something you don’t have to do

alone. Study together, de-stress together, just
don’t isolate yourself in the corner,” he said.

Another event to look forward to this week is

the Festival of Trees, which is held by the

Cabinet at USU will be hosting De-Stress Fest

Traditions Committee. Events will mostly be

er Library. The fest will include free food,

holiday themes. Festivities will include a

from some therapy dogs. The President’s

decorating, and a dance party.

housing for some holiday cheer.

donated to families in need. Pretty neat,” said

Utah State University Student Association

“The trees are being donated through Bear

looking forward to this.

Monday at 5:30 p.m. during tree decorating to

fresh air,” Peters said. “Anyone is free to come

are benefiting.”

there as we can.”

holiday season is by going to Sk80’s Night,

since his campaign for president last February.

Park. It’s free for students and is a great way

look forward to during finals week. It also

pads and permed hair ready!

this week with daily events in the Merrill-Cazi-

held in the Taggart Student Center and have

self-care workshops, games, and even a visit

gingerbread house making contest, tree

Cabinet will also be caroling to on-campus
Michael Scott Peters, the president of the

Executive Council, has been specifically

“It will be so nice to go out and get some

out and join. We’d like to get as many people

“All the trees (being decorated) are being

Kylie Loftus, the USUSA traditions director.

River Head Start. There is a speaker coming

talk more about the trees and the families they
Another way for students to de-stress this

Peters has been planning the De-Stress Fest

which will be held at the Cache Valley Fun

“I thought that students need something to

to blow off some steam. Get your shoulder

takes place in the library, which is where

everyone spends their late nights and early

mornings (during finals week),” he said. “It’s

— hannahjoycee00@gmail.com
@hannahjoyce

PHOTO BY Autumn Dunda

ous topics from overcoming writer’s block to how

By Farlin Paulino
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

to talk to professors.

“We have these workshops everywhere on cam-

Anxiety is normal. In short bursts, anxiety can

improve motivation and performance. When it

dents something to take away with them that

unpleasant sensation that affects students

“It might be different strategies that they can use

comes to finals week, however, it can be an

they can implement right now,” Chambers said.

negatively.

or maybe even it’s just changing their mindset.”

pens around testing,” said Melanie Chambers, a

dents to prepare as much as they can beforehand

Center at Utah State University.

they know.

Center have developed workshops and services to

Chambers said.

fectively and relieve anxiety during finals.

outcome.

about what the purpose of a test is,” Chambers

bers said. “A lot of times learning happens when

the information, then it’s a good thing to be test-

you need to work on.”

be later on in your career.”

the tests taken during the course to study for the

with anxiety levels.

tests.

follow to figure out test answers.

ademic Success Center love the opportunities

“We notice that there’s a lot of anxiety that hap-

learning specialist from the Academic Success
The learning specialists at the Academic Success

aid students in discovering new ways to study ef“One thing I love to do is have students think

said. “If its purpose is to demonstrate you know
ed on now when it’s not as high stakes as it might

Chambers said just thinking of the purpose helps
There are some testing strategies students can
“The number one thing to do when you’re feel-

ing that anxiousness is to prepare on time,”

and to view exams as a way to demonstrate what

“Don’t wait until the last minute to do so,”

Chambers also doesn’t see bad grades as a bad

“If you don’t get a good grade that’s ok,” Cham-

we don’t get a good grade, as you discover what

Another strategy Chambers suggests is to use

final test, especially if they’re comprehension

Chambers said the learning specialists at the Ac-

they have to work with students.

“There’s nothing better than analyzing a test

with a student and be part of that lightbulb mo-

little manageable chunks five days ahead of time

been,” Chambers said. “It could be time manage-

which works by breaking down the content into

ment when they know what their issues have

instead of the night before”.

ment, maybe the way that they take notes isn’t as

ter they receive help tailored to their needs as

well as different strategies to help them prepare
for a test.

effective, or how they read their textbook.”

As a way for students to reduce final anxiety,

Chambers said there are always other options out

there, but they don’t necessarily mean it’s going

“We’ll break the content up and then also change

to make it easier.

Chambers helps students with study groups,

mester. Then you don’t have to worry as much at

how they study it,” Chambers said.

“I think it helps if you’ve been preparing all se-

flashcards and even review practice tests to help

the end,” said Maren Chadwick, a USU freshman.

“Hopefully those different ways will help stu-

Taggart Student Center in room 305. It opens at 8

students remember content.

2

To combat finals anxiety, Chambers advises stu-

Chambers said. “We have a five-day study plan

When students visit the Academic Success Cen-

Diamonds Direct
from Antwerp
Belgium

pus and are mainly designed so that we give stu-

dents remember it when it comes down to the

The Academic Success Center is located in the

a.m. Monday through Friday and has different

test,” Chambers said.

programs and workshops available.

every week during the semester and covers vari-

see upcoming workshops and resources.

The Academic Success Center hosts workshops

Interested students can also visit usu.edu/asc to

Coping with mental health
Ways to take care of yourself through deadlines and finals
Eliza Shippen is a former BYU student and cheerleader. After realizing she wasn’t satisfied with her
mental health, she moved to San Francisco, California for a year where she worked on her mental
(and physical) well-being. She then transferred to Utah State where she is now majoring in accounting and aims to inspire other to do what truly makes them happy.
By Eliza Shippen
STUDENT SUBMISSION

•

Physical Well-being

Symptoms: changes in

•

sleeping habits, inability
to rest, and appetite

Do you ever feel anxious,

changes.

stressed, or depressed as a
student? If so, you are not

Having trouble focus-

ing, difficulty completing tasks, irritability.

Bringing awareness to these

symptoms is the first step to
recovery. Being able

alone. According to

S.E. Needham quality
at4internet pricing

Thinking Symptoms:

the experts from

to recognize that

Today magazine,

wrong can be

college students

there are

something is

the Psychology

50 percent of all

tough, but

rate their mental

several tools

available for

health as either

students at Utah

below average or

State University, so

poor.

Guaranteed
Low Prices!

Mental health issues among

people in college are on the

•

Emotional Symptoms:

rise and can have serious

Sadness, feelings of

as anxiety, stress, and

feelings of hopelessness,

by the following symptoms:

lessness.

negative effects. Topics such

being overwhelmed,

depression can be recognized

and feelings of power-

they may get the help they
need:
•

Counseling and

Psychological Services
(CAPS) provide

confidential mental
health services to

students on the Logan

Gene Needham has just returned from Antwerp,
Belgium where he was hand-selecting diamonds.
These diamonds are now on display - Come in today!

campus. They strive to
help you achieve your
personal, relational,

and academic goals.

They are an amazing

resource and are free of
charge. (located in TSC

141 N. Main · 752-7149
www.seneedham.com

•

306).

The Meditation Club

meets every Monday,
3rd floor of the ARC

(LOFT) from 10:30 a.m.
see “Mental Health” PAGE 7
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SPORTS

ON A ROLL:

small feat. The current number one

By Jason Walker
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

ranked team in division two, Penn

The Utah State hockey team halted

an 11-game losing streak to the Uni-

versity of Utah Friday night with a
dominating 7-2 win.

The Utes, a division one team in the

ACHA, have had the Aggies’ number

since 2015, the last time USU topped
the Salt Lake City team (which was
also a 7-2 win).

USU hockey splits series
against division one Utah

Beating a division one team is no

State, has only one loss on the year.

The team they lost to is West Virginia,

an unranked division one team just
two games above .500 (8-6-0).

Head coach Jon Eccles praised his

team for not being intimidated by the
Utes’ division one status or their win
streak over the Aggies.

“The guys did not back down one

inch,” Eccles said. “At times I think
see “Hockey” PAGE 6
PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen

‘It shouldn’t be that hard’
Dismal free throw performance dooms USU against BYU

By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

Utah State couldn’t overcome their poor

shooting from the free throw line, and BYU
caught fire in the second half as the men’s bas-

ketball team fell 75-66 on Saturday night in
Logan at the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. The

Aggies shot 10-23 from the FT line during the
game.

“One of the more frustrating basketball

games I’ve ever been involved in,” head coach

Tim Duryea said. “You make more field goals,
you make more threes, and you get twice as

many offensive rebounds but, you just can’t
make free throws. That is really frustrating.”

Sophomore guard Koby McEwen led all scor-

ers with 20 points on 6-13 shooting, including
5-9 from beyond the 3-point line. Senior for-

ward Alex Dargenton tallied 10 points and
seven rebounds. Sophomore guard Sam Merrill poured in 14 points before fouling out in

the final minute. JC transfer and junior

Dwayne Brown Jr. had nine points and eight
rebounds for the game.

Outside of the FT discrepancy, the teams

were fairly even for the game in many other
stats. Both teams grabbed 35 rebounds on the

see “Free Throws” PAGE 6

PHOTO BY Cameo Tamala
Despite the return from injury of starters Koby McEwen and Julion Pearre, a 10-23 performance from the free throw line was too much for the Aggies to overcome in a 75-66 loss to BYU on Saturday.
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ay Cannon who had 17 points. Isby led the

edly staving off USU until the final buzzer

night, and USU had 15 turnovers to BYU’s 13.

Taylor and sophomore Diogo Brito were the

the second half, as well as 62.5 percent from

shooting percentage, each shooting 44 percent

three and two points, respectively.

line was too much to overcome, however.

totaling 17 points and eight rebounds. Elijah

it’s not because they can’t,” Merrill said. “You

for the visitors.

shouldn’t be that hard, but we have to find a

BYU to only seven points over the first 13 min-

“Free Throws” FROM PAGE 5

bench for USU with eight points. Junior Quinn

The two sides even finished with the same

only other bench scorers for USU, chipping in

from the field. The 14-point difference at the

Yoeli Childs led BYU in tandem with Cannon,

sounded. BYU shot 52 percent from the field in

behind the arc. Following the loss, Duryea
all together.

“I’m actually encouraged defensively by a lot

Bryant chipped in 15 points and six rebounds

of things I’m seeing,” Duryea said. “We’re put-

just have to push through it mentally. It

Utah State started out the game by holding

gether, better than we have in a while. I think

ting some really good defensive stretches toif we can lengthen those stretches out, we can

way to fix it.”

utes of the game. The Aggies were unable to

they outscored the Aggies in bench points 26-

over the same span. BYU then closed out the

strengthened by the energy of the crowd, who

“We made a lot of good

as well as a “blackout” promotion from the

13, with the majority coming courtesy of McK-

capitalize, however, scoring only 15 points
half on a 21-9 run to take a 28-24 lead.

plays in the first half, we

put foul pressure on their
defense,” Duryea said. “Obviously, at this level, you

The team’s defensive energy may have been

showed out in full force for the in-state rivalry,
USU athletic department that included free

T-shirts for students, many of whom had been
camping out in anticipation of the game.

“I appreciate the fans for supporting us, and

I’m sorry we couldn’t do better,” McEwen said.

to finish around the rim

ant game for Aggie fans, and I gave it every-

and we have to make free
throws.”
The

Aggies

came

out

strong in the second half,

“I was really hyped up. I know it’s an importthing I had. We try to give you guys our best

effort and it wasn’t good enough, so we’ve got
to get better.”

The team will have only a few days to re-

using a 9-0 run to take a

group before Utah State again attempts to de-

minutes. After several min-

UC-Irvine on Wednesday night at 7 pm.

33-31 lead in the early
PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
The Aggies have not defeated BYU in basketball since 2011, a streak that will continue after
Saturday’s loss in Logan.

be a very solid defensive team.”

have to convert (layups
and free throws)... We have

utes of back-and-forth play,
BYU utilized a 16-7 run to
take a 62-52 lead, repeat-

By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

spoke of how close the team was to piecing it

“Everyone who missed a free throw tonight,

BYU did enjoy an edge from the bench, as

Battle of the Aggies
in Arizona Bowl

fend the Spectrum, as the Aggies will host

— daniel.b.hansen@aggiemail.usu.edu
@TheGrandDanny

The Utah State football team has been given

an invite to the NOVA Home Loans Arizona
Bowl in Tucson, Arizona to play New Mexico
State, the team announced on Sunday. It will be
USU’s sixth bowl game in seven years.

Utah State finished the regular season 6-6 af-

ter losing to Air Force 38-35. While already

bowl eligible with six wins, a surplus of bowl
eligible teams across the country cast some uncertainty over the Aggies’ bowl chances.

The Mountain West conference was able to do

some last-minute coordinating to find a spot for
each of the conference’s six teams that qualified.

The bowl is also a milestone for New Mexico

State, as the invitation breaks a 57-year bowl

drought for USU’s former conference colleague.
In a strange and remarkable coincidence, NMSU’s last bowl game appearance was also ver-

sus Utah State in the 1960 Sun Bowl. NMSU
won the contest 20-13.

The two Aggie teams most recently met in

2012, during USU’s last year in the WAC, with

Utah State winning 41-7. USU has won each of
the past three meeting and holds the all-time
advantage in the series 30-7.

The Arizona Bowl is scheduled for December

29 at 3:30 pm.

“We didn’t come out with that same intensity

“Hockey” FROM PAGE 5

that we did last night,” Eccles said following

we’ve had better teams, but we just could get

the second game. “We started out flat, it was

win.”

night.”

series with the University of Utah. The Utes

of their best hockey of the year right now. Be-

Lake City.

last eight games, a stretch that has included

over the hump. Today was a great, character
Friday’s game was part of a home-and-home

almost like we were satisfied with the win last

Despite the loss the Aggies are playing some

won the second leg of the series 3-2 in Salt

fore Saturday’s loss they were unbeaten in their

In the first game, the Aggies jumped out to a

contests against four top-six teams in the West.

back. The only goals the Utes scored were on

because everyone starts doing the right things

3-1 lead after the first period and never looked

“Winning’s contagious,” Herman said. “Just

power plays, unable to beat goalkeeper Austin

over and over again in practice and in games.”

strength.

per game and allowed just 2.4 goals allowed. In

Most of those saves came in the third period as

more than two goals while always scoring at

forts were part of the reason forward Alex Her-

“This is my fourth year, and this is the best

Willenborg when both teams were at even

Willenborg faced 53 shots, saving 51 of them.

In those eight games, USU averaged 6.9 goals

only two of those games did the Aggies allow

USU spent eight minutes in penalty kill. His ef-

least four.

man called the Aggies’ penalty kill “phenome-

team since I’ve been here,” McJimsey said. “If

nal.”

Chris Cutshall had a hat trick to lead the Ag-

gies, his second hat trick of the year. McJimsey

we play like we have been the past eight games
no one can beat us.”

Herman said the team still has yet to reach its

said Cutshall’s impact comes from more than

full potential, saying the team is at “75 percent”

“Without him on the ice [we] might not be

USU’s loss to the Utes a day after beating them

just goals and assists.

of what they could accomplish, as evidenced by

playing as much together as we have been,”

soundly.

brings us up. He’s a great team player and

the George S. Eccles Ice Center on Friday at 7

said forward Morgan McJimsey. “He definitely
wouldn’t want to play with anybody else.”

Unfortunately for Utah State, they couldn’t

The Aggies’ next game will be against BYU at

p.m. Utah State played the Cougars Nov. 11 in
Provo and won 9-3.

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Non-divisional games don’t count in the standings, but the Aggies ended an 11-game losing streak against Utah with a 7-2 blowout
in Logan on Friday.

carry the momentum to Salt Lake.

Help us vote for
Logan’s best...
pizza, burger, coffee, student discounts, place
for date night, sandwich shop, taco tuesday
deal, hiking trail, local radio station, apartment complex, professor at USU, on-campus
food, on-campus parking and more!

VOTE NOW

Vote online or find survey forms in the TSC
Student Media office.

bit.ly/BestOfLogan
All votes must be in by
Dec. 16

VOTE FOR
Best Faculty/Staff Parking!
Black

Brown
Orange

Purple

Gold

VOTE FOR
BEST STUDENT
RESIDENTIAL
PARKING!

Green
Teal

Valley View-Gray 1

Aggie Village-Gray 6-9

Mountain View/Richards &
Bullen-Gray 2

Blue Square Reserved

Moen Greaves-Gray 3
Reeder Merrill-Gray 4

Aggie Terrace-

BBT

Blue Square-Gray 12
Aggie Terrace

Student Living Center-Gray 5

VOTE FOR
Best Student Commuter Parking!
Blue LDS Church (Golden
Toaster)
Blue East (Hwy 89)
Blue NFS
Yellow Stadium
Yellow 400 North
Yellow Terraced Lot (Aggie
Bull)
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“WhySound” FROM PAGE 1
can breathe more than they used to be able to,”

Cardiel said. “I’d like WhySound to be a place
that people come to hang out and socialize.”

Eden Withers, a USU sophomore and one of

the volunteers helping to renovate WhySound,

said having a music scene in Logan is important
to her because it’s a way she connects with
friends.

“It brings a lot more appeal to staying here in

Logan,” she said. “I was super bummed when I
heard WhySound was closing. When I heard it

was reopening, I decided to come and help
with its remodel because I wanted to get to

know the new owner and find out how it's go-

ing to work. I just wanted to help out so we can
have a good music scene.”

JD Herndon, a master student in the biology

department at USU and the director of Aggie

Radio, said he came to help renovate the space

because WhySound is one of the few places to

PAGE 7
see a great local show in Cache Valley.

and hosts a variety of events.

and I’m in the mountains hiking. Places like

wanted to be here for its rebirth,” he said.

people, an indie show for the students on cam-

subculture,” he said. “I hope we have even big-

of the college radio station is to bring more mu-

eryone can come nerd out for a little bit,” he

“I’m stoked this place is not going away and I
Herndon said one of his goals as the director

sicians to Cache Valley, something that wouldn’t
be possible if local music venues disappear.

“You’ve got to have a folk show for the local

pus, and then a Harry Potter trivia night so evsaid. “Variety is key in my opinion.”

Morales also believes both WhySound and

that all over the country usually have a creative

ger art galleries in the future, music festivals in

the future, and if we keep these scientific minds

here, maybe we will even have cleaner air.

There’s a lot of potential that this little college

“I would really love if we could get to the

The Cache, a new music and event space that

nity and the overall Logan community and have

closure, will have to work together for them

nesses like Aggie Radio, WhySound and The

“I personally think with two venues in town,

munity members to connect with each other.

point where we involve our university commu-

shows that marry people together,” he said.
“We’ve just gotta get more music here.”

opened around the same time as WhySound’s
both to succeed.

WhySound was originally opened in 2008 by

it’s going to be more difficult for both of them if

who ran it until he and his wife moved to Salt

collaboration can get much more done than

Tim Moes. Fesler bought the venue in 2015,

Lake City and closed the venue at the end of
October. Before its closure, Fesler was struggling to keep the venue financially stable.

Isaac Morales, Aggie Radio events director

they work against each other,” he said. “I think
competition. It’s the same goal, really, bring
people out, get them listening to the music.”
Cardiel agrees.

“I think two venues are better than one. We

and a USU senior studying environmental

can work together and work off of each other.

ful as long as it showcases all genres of music

music,” he said.

chemistry, believes WhySound will be success-

It’s great to have more than one place for local

As a graduate student, Herndon said he has

seen many Utah State students move out of Lo-

gan shortly after obtaining their degrees. He

town has to tap into.”

Morales believes arts organizations and busi-

Cache are “cultural doors,” avenues for com-

He encouraged his fellow Aggies and the Logan

community as a whole to be supportive of the
local arts and music scene.

“You could live your whole life in this town

and never go to an art gallery. You could never

step foot in a music venue,” he said. “We can do

as much work as we want to make the perfect

venue, to bring the perfect bands to town. All

that is a moot point if people don’t come. The

music scene isn’t just the musicians. If you want

the local arts culture to succeed, you’ve got to
bring yourself into it.”

Updates on the renovation of WhySound and

hopes growing the creative culture of Cache

announcements about the venue’s reopening

thinkers of the university and will be a reason

Those who wish to aid in the reopening of

Valley will help retain the critical and creative
for them to stay in town even after they graduate.

“One of the things I love about living in Logan

is the fact that I can ride my bike 20 minutes

“Mental Health” FROM PAGE 4

•

can be found on WhySound’s Facebook page.
WhySound can donate to Cardiel’s GoFundMe.
— mekenna.malan@gmail.com
@kennamalan

well-being include the following:

Valuing yourself. Treating yourself with

- 11:00 a.m. and are open to all,

kindness and respect. Making time for your

different techniques to cultivate mindful-

nutritious meals. Exercising. Getting enough

admission is free.

Avoiding alcohol and other drugs. Smiling.

provides reliable data and student-fo-

learn, and find ourselves. Our mental health

students with the tools to thrive academ-

have fun, and really focus on our valuable

website, they provide video clips and

can enjoy here at our University.

journey at Utah State.

If you feel treatment may be necessary, contact

regardless of experience. They practice

hobbies. Taking care of your body. Eating

ness and promote well-being. The

sleep. Drinking water. Setting realistic goals.

Thrive is a USU organization that

College is a time where we can explore,

cused programs that will provide

should always be a priority, so we can relax,

consequences if they do not.

ically, socially, and personally. On their

education and the incredible experiences we

we are meeting tomorrow.”

“Other schools put student success as number

resources to help students along their

time Tuesday in the executive boardroom of

one.”

public.

start holding office hours and implement more

question,” Anderson said. “That never stopped

email their respective department heads with

The deans also expressed a renewed focus on

“If any of you...are not satisfied with the in-

PHOTO BY Lauren Romero
A TSC worker purchased WhySound and, with the help of USU students, is restoring the local music venue.

“Differential Tuition” FROM PAGE 1
The advisory board is meeting for the first

Huntsman Hall. The meeting is open to the
“That meeting should have happened, no

“Student success is our top priority,” he said.

five or six, but for us it will always be number

town halls. They also encouraged students to
any concerns.

transparency in the Huntsman school.

structional quality you’re getting, please send

increase the quality, but if there are some soft

be read, and it will be very, very carefully con-

spots out there, we want to know about them,”
Anderson said.

us a note,” Anderson said. “Believe me, it will
sidered.”

Another student spoke high praises of some of

Anderson encouraged students to judge trans-

his professors, but mentioned he “would not

tuition, rather than the specifics of how and

which Anderson said took him by surprise. In

n “What I would say is judge transparency on
t
.outputs, not inputs,” he said, comparing ad-

tive feedback, but rarely receives negative, and

parency based on the products of differential

pay more than minimum wage” for others,

when it is spent.

response, he said the school often hears posiis open to hearing more in order to make posi-

ministering the business school to the hot

tive change.

wife knows well because her family worked in

paying their salary,” Anderson said.

dog-making process, an industry he said his
the meat industry.

“I don’t need to know how the hot dog was

made, I just need to know what it comes out
as,” Anderson said.

Anderson also said faculty and staff are re-

quired to make students a priority, and face

a medical professional.

The deans also told the crowd they would

us from listening to students, though.”

“We’ve been working hard and diligently to

A few other ways to help enhance mental

*This guide is not to substitute for treatment.

NOW HIRING DRIVER GUIDES

2018 SUMMER IN ALASKA

“I want [the faculty] to keep in mind who is

— alisonberg28@gmail.com

— carter.moore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@alison__berg

@carterthegrreat

Paid Local CDL Training
Best Compensation Package
$500 Travel Bonus
Housing Available

We teach in classrooms,
help entrepreneurs take their

Visiting Utah State Campus:

businesses online, build apps
to share healthcare information,

12/4 - Huntsman
12/5 - Engineering
12/6 - Fine Arts
12/7 - Career Services

and more. If you are inspired
by impact that is hands-on,
grassroots-driven and lasting,
search for Volunteer openings at

12/8 - AGRS

peacecorps.gov/openings.
BYRON
Peace Corps
Volunteer,

Apply Online: www.alaskacoachtours.com
907.612.0348 jason@alaskacoachtours.com
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OPINION

OP-ED: Ten things to know
about Title IX at USU
By Stacy Sturgeon
USU TITLE IX COORDINATOR

With stories about inappropriate sexual

behavior dominating the news cycle over

schedule adjustments, on-campus housing
and work changes, or extra time for
assignments.

7. You have the opportunity to have a

the last few months, it’s an opportune time

support person or advisor of your choice to

Utah State University does not tolerate

IX process. Both parties in an investigation

to remind our campus community that

sexual harassment, sexual assault, stalking

and dating violence.

As USU’s Title IX Coordinator, my primary

task is to respond to sexual misconduct

accompany you to any meeting in the Title

8. You have access to confidential resourc-

IX regulations on gender- and sex-based

tion office and therapists at Counseling and

discrimination. In our most recent sexual

those who experienced sexual assault filed
a formal complaint with the university

through Title IX. There are likely many

reasons for this, but I don’t want a lack of
knowledge about Title IX to be one of
them.

Here are a few things you should know

about Title IX, which could help you or
someone you care about:

1. If you make a report in good faith

about sexual assault to the Title IX office,
you will not be disciplined for drug or

alcohol student code violations in connection with the incident, whether you were
the victim or a witness.

2. Making a report to the Title IX office

Sexual Assault and Anti-Violence Informa-

Psychological Services (both located on the
3rd floor of the TSC). You can speak

confidentially with these employees, who

9. You can report to both the Title IX

office and law enforcement. A Title IX

criminal justice, you should report the

crime to the police department. USU has a
limited ability to protect students when
they are off campus.

4. You are encouraged to report as soon as

possible after an incident, but there is no

time limit for making a report to the Title
IX office.

5. USU prohibits retaliation in response to

a sexual misconduct report or participation
in an investigation. Retaliation could
include intimidation or harassment.

6. You can access remedial measures, even

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any
individuals. Any letter directed to a
specific individual may be edited or
not printed.

No anonymous letters will be pub-

investigation and a criminal investigation

lished. Writers must sign all letters

report to USU Police, they will forward

email address, as well as a student

can take place at the same time. If you

your report and information to me so that I
can reach out with options for making a
formal complaint through our office, as

and include a phone number or
identification number (none of which
is published).

well as to talk with you about accommodations that could help lessen the impact of
the incident on your academic studies.

10. If you report to the Title IX office, you

navigate your reporting options and

ment agency. If you would like to pursue

lar letters.

permission.

there are safety concerns for the campus

3. The Title IX office is not a law enforce-

taste, redundancy or volume of simi-

even with the Title IX office, without your

are encouraged to work with a victim

community.

or rejected for reasons of good

will not share your personal information,

does not automatically start and investigation. USU will do what you choose unless

words. All letters may be shortened,

story and review information provided.

es at USU, including advocates at the

misconduct survey, only five percent of

Letters should be limited to 400

also have an equitable right to share their

allegations involving students and to

ensure that USU complies with federal Title

Letters to the editor

advocate. An advocate can help you

provide emotional support through either a
Title IX investigation or a criminal investi-

gation. They are in your corner and are not

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.

required to be impartial like the staff

involved in a Title IX investigation. Advo-

cates are available on campus through the

SAAVI office or off campus through CAPSA.
Experiencing sexual misconduct can be

extremely traumatizing and have broad

impacts on a student’s academic studies,

work and personal life. Our intention is to

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

provide reporting students with all the

options so they can choose the resources

they need and the best path for themselves.
For more information about USU’s sexual

assault resources, visit usu.edu/sexual-as-

sault. To learn more about the role of Title
IX or file a report, visit titleIX.usu.edu.

if you do not want Title IX to pursue an

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published online.

investigation. This could include academic

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.

Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley community. Opinions
expressed in letters to the editor are not endorsements by the Utah Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote
discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print letters to the editor as they are written, so
long as they comply with basic journalistic standards of professionalism.
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

CLASSIFIED ADS
GOT AN OLDER CAR, VAN
OR SUV? Do the humane
thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1-800-849-1593
DONATE
YOUR
CAR,
TRUCK OR BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND.
Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL
1-800-360-4120
Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal
Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You
get the savings. 17 Colors prime
material, cut to your exact
length. CO Building Systems
1-800-COBLDGS.
Health and Nutrition
FDA-Registered
Hearing
Aids. 100% Risk-Free! 45-Day
Home Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp
Clear Sound. If you decide to

keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per
aid. FREE Shipping. Call
Hearing Help Express 1- 855708-7910
Miscellaneous
DISH Network. 190+ Channels. FREE Install. FREE
Hopper HD-DVR. $49.99/
month (24 months) Add High
Speed Internet - $14.95 (where
avail.) CALL Today & SAVE
25%! 1-866-360-6959
Were you an INDUSTRIAL
or
CONSTRUCTION
TRADESMAN and recently
diagnosed with LUNG CANCER? You and your family may
be entitled to a SIGNIFICANT
CASH AWARD. Call 1-888737-1846 for your risk free
consultation.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No
paid operators, just real people
like you. Browse greetings, exchange messages and connect
live. Try it free. Call now: 800359-2796.

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
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Automotive

Keep your own dentist! NO networks to worry about
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles –

you could get a checkup tomorrow

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

www.dental50plus.com/utah

/UtahStatesman
@UtahStatesman

Please Help Us
This Christmas!
You can give a delicious Christmas
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless
person for Only $1.98!

o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Christmas dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Christmas dinners
o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Christmas dinners
A good meal is often the first step to a new life! o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Christmas dinners
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Christmas dinners
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
Please mail your gift today! o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Christmas dinners
o$1,083.06 provides 547 delicious Christmas dinners
Salt Lake City Mission
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
oPlease bill my credit card monthly for the above amount

Donate By Phone 801-355-6310

“Providing real change not just spare change since 1993”

*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of thistype. Contact
us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY;call 1-800-969-4781 or
respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK:
P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096C

@UtahStatesman

Salt Lake City Mission a trusted service provider for
over 23 years will serve delicious ham or turkey and
dressing, mashed potatoes with gravy, vegetables, roll, big
piece of pie and drink. Your gift will also provide help,
clean clothes, hygiene kits, life skills, education, assistance
counseling and so much more to the needy.This year we
expect to serve over 60,000 meals this Holiday Season!

If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

Follow us on:

MB16-NM001Gc

Costs are approximate, include operation
expenses and may be used for programs to
help the homeless throughout the year.
We never sell your name.

Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________Apt.______
City/State/Zip______________________________
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________

Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake Donate Online: www.saltlakecitymission.org

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.
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WEEK OF DECEMBER 5, 2017

CALENDAR | DECEMBER 5 - DECEMBER 11
A DD Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

12/05 12/06 12/07 12/08 12/09 12/11
TUES.

WED.

THUR.

FRI.

SAT.

MON.

Amahl and the Night
Visitors
7:30pm
Utah Theatre

Amahl and the Night
Visitors
7:30pm
Utah Theatre

Moonlight and Music
7:30pm
TSC Hub

A Cache Valley Christmas
6:00pm
Logan Tabernacle

Movie: The Muppet
Christmas Carol
6:30pm
Logan Library

Creating Inner Peace
Among the Holiday
Bustle
7:00pm
253 North 100 West
Logan

Combatting Finals
Anxiety
9:30am
TSC 335

The American Festival
Chorus & Orchestra
Christmas Concert
7:30pm
Utah State University

Hardware Ranch Elk
Festival
10:00am, $3.00
Hardware Ranch Wildlife Management Area

Ryan Shupe & The
Rubberband
7:30pm
Logan High School Auditorium

Morgan Farm Live
Nativity (Nibley)
5:30pm
Morgan Farm 2726 S
800 W Nibley

Zoo Lights
6:00pm, $4.00
Zootah 419 West 700
South Logan

Much Ado About Nothing
7:30pm
Utah State University

Much Ado About Nothing
7:30pm
Utah State University

Much Ado About Nothing
7:30pm
Utah State University
USU Men’s Basketball
vs UC Irvine
7:00pm
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

PRAY for SNOW
6:00pm
The Cache 119 South
Main Street Logan
White Christmas
7:30pm, $11.00
Sky View High School
Auditorium

Juanito Bandito’s
Christmas Carol
$16.00
Ellen Eccles Theatre
Much Ado About Nothing
7:30pm
Utah State University
Retro McDonald’s Ribbon Cutting
2:00pm
810 North Main Street
White Christmas
7:30pm, $11.00
Sky View High School
Auditorium
Zoo Lights
6:00pm, $4.00
Zootah 419 West 700
South Logan

Much Ado About Nothing
2:00pm
Morgan Theatre Logan
Nathan Pacheco
Christmas Tour
7:30pm
Logan High School
Ryan Shupe & The
Rubberband
7:30pm
Utah Theatre 18 W Center St Logan

join the utah statesman

bowl mania
group

GO TO ESPN.COM AND SEARCH FOR

UTAHSTATESMAN/MAYMOES

PRIZES

TO JOIN

*DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 15*

1ST PLACE: $50
2ND pLACE: $30
3RD PLACE: $20 MAYMOES GIFT CERTIFICATE
LAST PLACE: 1 FREE MEAL AT MAYMOES (UP TO $12)

sponsored by mayMoes

